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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0953509A1] The case has two location points on their side wall, which are arranged next to each other. The side walls also have, on
their exterior faces, vertical pillars that engage in the first location points in a first relative nesting position, and in the second location points when
nesting in the second relative nesting position. The case is generally rectangular with a base (5) and side walls (7,9,11,13). Each side wall has a
displacement along its depth, with a larger area at its top compared to at its base. Two side walls (7,9) each have on their interior face at their top
edge (27) first (33) and second (35) open location points which are arranged next to each other. The first location points are deeper than the second
location points. On their exterior faces these side walls have vertical pillars (29) that engage in the first location points in a first relative nesting
position with a lower packaging case. They engage in the second location points when nested in a second relative nesting position. Two flaps (3)
extend between these side walls. The flaps can be moved between two positions. In an inactive position they withdraw to give access to one of the
two nesting configurations. In an active position they prevent this access to the nesting configuration to provide stacking without nesting.
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